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accentuate our ability to fulfill our mission.   
 
We have a new display on order in addition to the many 
samples we will have available to browse.  Below is the line 
drawing of the design.  By the time of our July newsletter, 
we hope to be showing a photo of our new display. 
 
In addition to our new Amish display, we will have four new 
displays by this fall.  We will be utilizing  three of our cabi-
netry lines and showcasing two new design elements:   
Dekton® and Stikwood.  Watch Facebook for the unveiling, 
then come on by and visit our showroom. 
 

New display coming soon! 
 

WHAT’S NEW? 
 
River Oak is pleased to announce we have brought on a 
new cabinetry line; custom Amish made cabinetry.   
 
The notion had been alive for some time but finding the 
right manufacturer needs to be a thorough process .  When 
River Oak began in 2009, the preparations were under way 
far in advance of opening the business.  Great care was 
taken to research and critique many cabinet manufacturers; 
comparing apples to apples in regards to quality, customer 
service and pricing. 
 
Our new line was chosen for its quality, customization abili-
ties, available finishes, consistency in the product, customer 
service, production practices, the manufacturing team, pro-
fessional references, residential references, the future, the 
past….you name it, we researched it!  We have now com-
pleted the process and are awaiting our first customer in-
stallation.  In the showroom, we are busily making room for 
this new line’s sample doors and a new display.  
 
Why Amish?  The Amish community has been crafting arti-
san furniture and wood products for generations.  Their rep-
utation for high quality and attention to detail precedes 
these craftspeople.  They can produce at high volume, but 
with the attention and integrity of a much smaller shop, 
which theirs is, compared to larger cabinetry makers.  The 
ability to work directly with the craftspeople has been a de-
light and offers a great deal of flexibility. 
 
Part of our mission is to help clients beautify their space 
and bring their visions to life.  We feel this new line will   



EVERYDAY ELEGANCE IN NAPERVILLE 

Everyday elegance truly describes this kitchen.  The homeowners desired a 
larger kitchen to accommodate their extended family and avid entertaining. 
We expanded the kitchen to an adjoining space that was considered the 
original dining room.  These clever homeowners had already re-purposed 
their large living room/front room into a roomy dining room for entertain-
ing.  With a large dining area in the kitchen, and terrific gathering space in a 
large adjoining family room, changing the purpose of each room was an 
easy decision. 

Design choices include stained cherry wood cabinetry, contrasting painted 
island, granite counter tops, stone tile back splash, under and in cabinet LED 
lighting, stainless steel appliances and hardwood floors throughout first level. 
 
Our clients began with a wishlist.  Their existing kitchen was U-shaped and 
had a peninsula.  They were interested 
in making a change to an island, and 
initially were hoping for two islands.   
The room depth would not allow for two 
islands but we managed one.  You can 
see in the photo, it is a lengthy slender 
island.  At one end there is seating with 
the remainder of the island being used 
for storage and food prep.  Because of 
the depth restraint, a slenderized ser-
vice area with wine storage was placed 
parallel to the island.  It makes perfect 
sense in the space, wouldn’t you agree? 

Above, you can see the 
48” stainless range  
perfectly accommodated 
by plenty of counter 
space to spread out. 
 
To the left, the double 
door large pantry is filled 
with pull out shelves ful-
filling anyone’s wish for 
more accessible storage! 
 
 

On the right we visit the slenderized service  
area more closely.  Again, storage galore!  The 
more shallow upper and lower cabinetry adds a 
beautiful depth to the design.  Wine stor-
age...can you picture a nice glass of wine wait-
ing for you and a guest while you decide what to 
have for dinner? 



PAINT SWATCHES:  A TIP TO HELP GUIDE YOU  

Generally we all have an idea of what color we would like to paint a room, right?  
Green, beige, etc.  We know many things about what attributes we want—green 
but not too yellowy….more moss colored...not too dark.  Sound familiar?  Then 
you go to the paint store and study the swatches.  Well, learning about the LRV 
number listed on the swatch may help guide you to the best choice for your room. 
 
LRV is the acronym for Light Reflectance Value. As mentioned, LRV is listed 
somewhere on the paint swatch.  In the picture shown, we photographed a Sher-
win Williams fandeck and the LRV is listed on the front.  Some confuse this value 
with the term intensity...but it’s not about the color’s muted quality or clarity.  Value 
is a term used in color specifically speaking to the lightness or darkness of a color. 
 
What is LRV Light Reflectance Value?  Light Reflectance Value (LRV) is the total 
quantity of visible and useable light reflected by a surface in all directions and at all 
wavelengths when illuminated by a light source. (ref. British Standard BS 
8300:2001/A1:2005).  Ok so that means, how much light it absorbs (darker) and 
how much light it reflects (lighter).  
 
To keep things really simple…..the LRV with a lower number will be darker, higher 
number will be lighter.  Remember this is a guideline, not an exact science.  If the 
scale is 0-100….zero being the blackest black and 100 being the whitest white, a 
good rule of thumb is to be about in the middle.  This works will all colors but...can 
you guess?  YELLOW.  Yellow is one of the most reflective colors that grows    
exponentially more vibrant with the quantity of area it covers. 
 
   

Pictured on the left is kitchen space acquired from the adjacent 
room.  The room was approximately 10x12, therefore the kitchen 
gained about 120 square feet.  This acquisition afforded the new 
design a second sink, a second dishwasher, a beverage refrigerator 
and the perfect spot for a drawer style microwave.  In addition, 
there is a mix master lift to create an easy to use baking center with 
the drawer dishwasher nearby to clean up after baking projects.  

 
As for entertaining, this new space is 
adjacent to the current dining room and 
can act as a serving area or 
bar….keeping guests at bay as the 
homeowner whips up her creations for 
festive gatherings.  

EVERYDAY ELEGANCE IN NAPERVILLE  cont’d 



 
 

 
 A kitchen or bath remodeling project isn’t just a job. It’s an emotional  

journey—one that should begin with partners you trust.  
 

With a work ethic based on respect and design expertise rooted in  
creativity, River Oak Cabinetry & Design offers the perfect balance  
of practicality and originality. 
 

It’s this real world understanding of how design relates to execution  
that inspires the entire River Oak Cabinetry & Design family. 
 

With 100% client satisfaction and an A-rating at Angie’s List,  
you can be confident that River Oak Cabinetry will treat you with  
the care and respect that you deserve. 
 

 

Call us today for your free  
design consultation. 

10047 S. BODE STREET, PLAINFIELD IL  60585    
PHONE 630.355.7900    
www.riveroakcabinetry.com 


